Products & Services

SST: a key solutions provider for
hort industries
SST is a key
solutions
provider for the
agricultural and
horticultural
industries.
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For ideal dormancy management in
apple and cherry crops, Waiken® puts
you back in control.
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Waiken’s application timing allows you to set
back or bring forward flowering to suit market
or growing conditions.

Within its portfolio SST has more
than 70 innovative products that help
control weeds, pests and diseases;
and that promote crop growth.
Committing to the Australian agricultural and
manufacturing sector is a key pillar in the strategy
of SST, and as such, SST has just commissioned
a new purpose-built manufacturing facility in
Dandenong South, Victoria.
In addition, the firm has opened a dedicated
Innovation Centre at the Green Chemical
Futures Building at Monash University.
This partnership will provide the company
with access to best-in-class research resources
to perform applications research and development, ensuring the SST legacy of quality and
innovation continues.
For more information on SST Australia
products, visit sstaustralia.com
or phone 03 9720 6306 to discuss your
requirements.

SST's Waiken®—the
ultimate dormancy
management tool
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At the Green Chemical Futures building at Monash University (pictured), SST have a dedicated
Innovation Center. That partnership provides SST with access to best-in-class research resources to
perform applications research and development.
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SST are investing in the development of a purpose–built blending and manufacturing facility for their
products—focussing on increasing capacity.

Waiken
®

Compacts
orchard flowering
spray emulsion concentrate

Waiken is a reliable dormancy management
tool, compacting the flowering period to significantly improve the effect of chemical thinning
treatments, therefore through more uniformly
mature fruit.
Thanks to its proprietary chemistry, Waiken
allows growers to capitalise on more profitable
early markets.

Puts dormancy
control in
your hands.

Get back in control
Ge
Allows cross pollination
Not only does Waiken deliver benefits to growers in the short term, it is also a very important
tool for growers in the long term sustainability
of their operations.
Waiken helps promote limb growth in young
fruit trees and also has the ability to bring forward
bud-break to help align flowering across varieties to achieve cross-pollination, adding to its
outstanding management characteristics.

Protection from frosts
Interest in Waiken initially arose following
grower requests for a viable product that assists
with bud-break and accurate flowering in low
chill environments.
For information about SST Australia products,
visit sstaustralia.com phone 03 9720 6306
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